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DEAR READER:

Books offer the ultimate form of escape. As kids, we hid under the covers and f led to far-off 
lands through the pages of our books. We buried our noses in the bindings and forgot our 
surroundings, our friends, and our parents down the hall as we escaped our little lives for 
something bigger. And books’ capacity to offer escape evolves with us. What we once turned to 
for whimsy becomes a conduit for understanding our world. Whether we are the reader or the 
writer, we escape to books to enter the minds of others, and, in turn, to better know ourselves.  

This issue of Slice disrupts our everyday thinking before we even open the magazine. The 
cover art, a diorama titled The Library as a Mine by French artist Marc Giai-Miniet, depicts 
burning books as a metaphor for humans and our inevitable vulnerability. Speaking about his 
piece, Giai-Miniet said, “Not only can books, like human beings, be burnt, but also sometimes 
through the knowledge they convey, they may actually burn us, change us, lead us, or lose 
us.” It’s impossible to escape change when we let a book into our life—whether we find a 
perspective shift we were seeking or something far less expected.

We hope that when you leave the pages of this issue, you won’t be able to see your life as you 
did before. The bruised relationship between a father and son, a brush with death by storm, 
a hypnotist’s spell. These are the stories you’ll escape to, and they may stay with you in more 
ways than you’d imagine.  

Cheers,

Maria Gagliano, Celia Johnson & Elizabeth Blachman
Co-publishers & Editor-in-chief 
Slice magazine
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COLD 
FUSION

KEREN TOLEDANO

John flags down the waitress.
“What is it, babe?” asks Emma.
Don’t look. Don’t look.
“Something wrong with your omelet?”
My omelet is f ine, you needy—
She slides her plate his way. “Here,” she says, “you can 

finish my eggs.”
He has no choice but to lift his head. Her eyes smother 

him from across the table.
“Just a refill,” he says, and looks again for the waitress.
It isn’t that John doesn’t find Emma pretty. She may be 

the prettiest woman he’s been with. Elegant and tall, with 
long, dark hair skimming narrow shoulders. She was a bal-
lerina when she was a girl, standing in the back and waving 
a flower. I was never good enough for the lead, she said. And 
he found that disgraceful, the idea of a corps, a body to hold 
up the other dancers.

Last week, they were discussing an article in the Boston 
Globe about the dangers of social networking. “Our society,” 
wrote the author, “is addicted to feedback—nods, pokes, 
winks, and jabs—a pack of junkies scrambling for the needle.” 
They were sharing a bottle of wine in his apartment and she 
was getting tipsy, creeping her body toward his on the floor.

“We have this idea we’re being followed,” said John, “and 
we like it. We beg for it. The worst part is it’s just a screen 
full of pixels.”

And do you know what she did? Do you know what she 
said?

She leaned over and licked his ear like a puppy. “I’d fol-
low your ass to Timbuktu,” she sighed.

And he sighed too, but for a different reason.
The waitress fills his mug with steaming hot coffee. John 

takes a long sip and closes his eyes. He likes how it burns, 
how the roof of his mouth forms these sharp little ribs. 
It happens so quickly. He wants to pour the coffee down 
Emma’s throat. As a scientist, it is his way, to test an object 
and gauge its reaction. He’s never poured scalding liquid in 
her mouth, but he has smacked her ass and called it flabby. 
He’s pressed her stomach when it was full, and kicked the 
back of her knee while she was walking. Most of the time, 
she just laughs it off. You’re such a kid, she grins at him.

In return, she offers herself in parts: her eyes, her mouth, 
her poached egg breakfast. Her heart she keeps so she can 
lure John in, one chamber at a time, like the stomach of  
a cow.

He shakes his head to clear it. Did he really order this 
blunted thing? No bullshit, no games, just a person to walk with. 
What a joke. No edge. No serrations. It isn’t that he wants 
to break her heart, but the thought excites him. He wants 
to throw her down and tear off her dress, to take her on the 
food-splattered table. He smiles as he pictures his final as-
sault, letting the bill flutter down to her chest.

Last night, he sat up in bed watching Emma’s chest go 
up and down like a piston. The regular cadence robbed John 
of his breath. He pinched her side and the rhythm jumped. 
But then that became the new rhythm, and five minutes later 

ILLUSTRATION BY GAIL CUNNINGHAM
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A CONVERSATION WITH 

OWEN KING AND 
MATTHEW SPECKTOR 

BRIAN GRESKO

At times, I curate my reading life like a music playlist—selecting the next book in order 
to complement the one I just finished reading. So upon putting down Owen King’s debut 
novel Double Feature, which has to do with an aspiring film auteur and his B-movie-
star father, I picked up Matthew Specktor’s American Dream Machine, knowing that it 
also takes the movies as its subject. I did not realize, though, how perfect a pair the two 
novels would make. Both concern themselves with the creation and consumption of art in 
American culture, a theme that each explores within a father-and-son story that unfolds 
over decades. There is a telescopic quality to the novels—the lofty concerns are rooted in 
the perspectives of expertly drawn characters; their scopes are epic, yet the narratives are 
intimate, familial.

For all these similarities, the books cover distinct ground. The patriarch in King’s 
Double Feature, Booth Dolan, rose to fame as a hammy leading man in seventies and 
early-eighties schlock-fests such as Devil of the Acropolis, in which Booth plays Plato, 
philosopher and werewolf hunter. Booth’s son, Sam, in opposition to his father, aspires to 
make serious films. His hopes are dashed when an assistant director recuts Sam’s debut, 
relegating it to the status of a ridiculous cult classic.

In Specktor’s novel, Beau Rosenwald leaves New York City to become a talent agent 
in Los Angeles and ends up a founding member of American Dream Machine, a powerful 
agency that represents the cream of the Hollywood crop. Beau’s rise, fall, and rise as a 
movie producer unfolds from the point of view of his son, Nate, a struggling writer who 
sets out to discover the agency’s secret history.

I spoke with King and Specktor by Skype. The two men could see one another, 
but I couldn’t get my video working, so I played the role of a disembodied voice lobbing 
questions at them. This felt appropriate, as the two had a lot to say to one another about 
the process of constructing their novels, screenwriting, and the future of America’s great 
escape—the movies. 
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Beau and Booth are both physically large, at times 
grotesque characters. Why did you decide to create them 
like this?

Booth’s physical manifestation is a very literal 
echo of the way that he exists for Sam. The 

first thing you see in the book is Booth’s shadow cast 
across his son. And then, specific to the character himself, 
Booth is sort of a cut-rate, poor man’s Orson Welles, so he 
needed that Wellesian girth. I wanted to make it easy for 
the reader to love him, but also, if you swivel it, you see 
that to be around him would be an unending pain in the 
ass. He’s a teddy bear that can’t stop talking.

There have always been people like Beau in the 
motion picture industry. When I was a little 

kid, my parents had this friend, a real bon vivant type, who 
once f lew back from England with two dogs tucked inside 
his shirt. He was so large that he could increase his girth by 
two puppies and no one would notice. I don’t remember his 
name, and neither do my parents (ah, Hollywood, with its 
short memories), but that man is Beau’s real-life prototype. 
At the same time, there are people like Harvey Weinstein 

or Scott Rudin even today. Big, driven, temperamental men 
tend to thrive in the industry. 

As Owen said, Beau’s size is also a way of literalizing 
the man’s mythic quality. People always ask if he’s based 
upon my own father, and the answer on the one hand is 
no: my dad is very slender and elegant, and he hasn’t had 
Beau’s career. But at the same time, he looms large in my 
imagination, as fathers tend to do. So let’s just say that 
Beau’s weightiness ref lects this fact as well. I will admit 
that there’s a lot of my dad in this book.

I would admit to that too. It would be impos-
sible for me to write about a father or a mother, 

especially in the long form, and not have my parents be a 
part of it somehow. But there is a syllogism that says, I 
wrote a book, and I have a father; therefore, the father in 
my book must be my father.

Booth is simply the character who came with the idea. 
I read Peter Bogdanovich’s book This Is Orson Welles when 
I was twenty-three or twenty-four. Bogdanovich shares 
this crushing remembrance of watching The Magnificent 
Ambersons with Welles, and Welles was weeping when 
he saw the last part of it, which the studio recut. That 

PHOTOGRAPH OF MATTHEW SPECKTOR (RIGHT) BY MARK THOMPSON

PHOTOGRAPH OF OWEN KING (LEFT) BY DANIELLE LURIE
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A man dreamed
he was dancing in the canyon, shed

every f leck of skin like a sandstorm.
 
—

The heat compresses the dust
into sandstone— and all the words,

the teeth, the skulls.
A rock burns and cracks, offers up a memory:
 your heart was once an apple,
your love a grape.

—

The fire takes everything: creosote,
cacti, squirrels, a dress. A woman smells the smoke
 and realizes it’s dark
 inside the body.

An egg cooks in its nest. Mice
burrow and burn. I see 
the smoke from the Interstate
like the shadow my bed makes.

—

She parked her truck on the side of the road, 
lit a cigarette, 

watched the mountain smolder.

—

You hated the dark, always kept 
the tv on like a candle.  At night
the fire
ate your hair, your nails. Smoke filled

the black interior of your throat and
stalled there like a word. What

is it you never wanted to say.

Silver Fire in the 
Gila Wilderness

JADA ACH

PHOTOGRAPH BY NEIL KRUG
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It’s Thanksgiving Day, 2010, and I’ve just had a 
heart transplant. You would think I’d be more grateful. 
On either side of me, two walls of machinery hum and 
tick. My family huddles at the foot of my bed, their faces 
bootprinted by the trauma of their wait. My mother has 
aged overnight, her tentpole cheekbones supporting the 
f lesh draped below like canvas after a downpour. No one 
speaks. I can’t; they don’t. There’s room in my head for 
only one question: what the hell could it mean to have someone 
else’s heart beating inside of me? 

The first thing it means is that my old heart is explanted, 
disembodied, and depending on the janitor’s schedule, either 
sealed in a box lined in red plastic and labeled biohazardous 
waste, or in a pile of ashes at the bottom of the hospital’s 
incinerator. How’s that for severance? 

I am an ingrate. Waking up means I’ve moved on, al-
ready thousands of beats into a relationship with a stranger’s 
heart, and I resent the sudden, forced intimacy, the lack of 
introduction or transition. Show me someone who can say 
hello and good-bye at the same time, and mean both, and 
I’ll show you a sociopath. I’ll show you the type of person 
who calls a stepmother “mom” right away. I don’t want to 
need this stepheart like I do. Childishly, I’d like to shout into 

my thoracic cavity, something like, Just so we are clear, you’ll 
never be my heart. I’ve had a heart.

Somewhere outside the hospital, funeral arrangements 
were presumably being made for the donor. Is he the thank-
ful one? Shouldn’t one of us be? 

I blink my dry eyes at my family, and they stand back, 
looking as afraid to touch me as I am to be touched. Then, a 
flicker of panic: maybe they don’t recognize me. 

But my partner, James, possibly sensing my discom-
fort, leans over, kisses my forehead lightly, and gets a static 
shock so crisp that everyone jumps. I groan, but my family 
laughs, because we are the type who laugh when someone 
trips, especially each other. They close in, but avoid my 
bandaged core. My mother puts a cold hand on my cheek. 
My dad tangles his rosary. My brother lifts my hair up 
on one side of my head, and says, “Look, how it just stays 
there.” When I roll my eyes at him, they laugh, then leave 
exhausted, returning to the Detroit suburbs where we  
grew up. 

James stays. Our six-month-old daughter is at my 
sister’s house, being changed and fed and passed around by 
her seventeen cousins. My sister is cooking the huge turkey 
she has injected.

STATIC
TERRANCE FLYNN

ILLUSTRATIONS BY TONI HAMEL
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Directly off the northern coast of Honduras, 
Utila Island was lousy with backpackers. Cheap, 
hedonistic, and English-language driven, Utila was a 
welcome break from the rest of the urbanized sprawl of 
Latin America. If you were looking to do nothing but 
swing from a hammock, smoke a little dope, and scuba 
dive for mere pennies, Utila was the answer.

The bad news was the bombs.
I’m not talking about some new type of bong hit; 

I mean actual explosives. To pass the time, teenagers 
chucked hissing half-sticks of dynamite at travelers as they 
tried to pass through the town square. It was total sport. 
Even the parents came out to watch: several camped on 
plastic lawn chairs, laughing. 

“There he goes,” one of the kids would say as another 
backpacker rushed wild-eyed through the fracas amid 
smoke and f lying debris. “Quick—his girlfriend’s getting 
away!” Boom, boom, boom. The power of these explosions 
cannot be overstated. It was possible to feel the actual wave 
when the bomb erupted, pushing at you like a hot shout. 

The strangest part is that none of the kids ever looked 
angry or acted like they believed limbs could actually be 

lost or blood copiously spilled. They always grinned widely 
as they assaulted the foreigners: bright white smiles as one 
shirtless boy after another lightly tossed these sizzling 
grenades in our zig-zagging path. 

This was back in 1994, and I was on Utila with my girl-
friend, Lisa, for the Christmas holidays. We had no idea 
this was happening before we arrived. By the third day, 
Christmas Eve, several of us backpackers planned a proper 
holiday party in spite of the Lord of the Flies atmosphere. 
I think we tolerated it all because we just believed it to be 
part of the backpacking deal—a kind of what’d-you-expect-
when-tooling-around-in-strange-places vibe. 

At midnight, we exchanged impromptu gifts: cans of 
Pringles wrapped in week-old newspapers, Kit Kat bars 
enfolded in bright T-shirts. Clark, who had been travel-
ing with Lisa and me for weeks and had also experienced 
several close calls on the island, handed me one of the 
purple sticks of dynamite. It was thankfully unlit. “Merry 
Christmas,” he said. We both laughed.

“Come on,” he said. “I also bought this huge-ass Wile 
E. Coyote rocket. Let’s go set these things off down by the 
water.”

FIRE ISLAND
CHRISTOPHER LOCKE

“Travel is a fool’s paradise.”
—R. W. Emerson

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JAKE WOOD-EVANS
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BEHIND THE 
BOOK DEAL

The true story of how a novel makes it to print is often filled with intrigue, disappointment, and ultimately 
redemption . . . many of the elements you’d find in a good book. And each tale is completely different, as our 
Behind the Book Deal series shows. Dear Lucy, a debut novel, has already been published in hardcover and is due 
out in paperback, so we have the opportunity to follow its path from first drafts to manuscript and through two 
incarnations of print. 

In Dear Lucy, we’re introduced to an intriguing cast of characters, from a talking chicken to a rebellious, 
pregnant teen. But none shine quite as brightly as Lucy, the heroine of the story, a mentally disabled girl who is 
sent to live on a farm. Most of the novel is told through her perspective, and even at the most harrowing moments 
she somehow finds beauty and hope. I spoke with author Julie Sarkissian, her agent, Judy Heiblum, and her 
editor, Sarah Knight, about the challenges they faced bringing this inimitable novel from an author’s desk to the 
bookstore shelf.

CELIA BLUE JOHNSON

INTERVIEWS WITH 

JULIE SARKISSIAN, JUDY HEIBLUM  
& SARAH KNIGHT
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BEHIND THE BOOK DEAL  
CELIA BLUE JOHNSON

AUTHOR  

JULIE SARKISSIAN
Dear Lucy is at once charming and dark, quite a delicate 
balance to maintain in a narrative. Did you struggle at all 
with this aspect of the book?

Thank you! I did struggle with some of the 
darker aspects of the book, though more in the 

arena of character development than in balancing the tone, 
which is set by Lucy’s strange voice and her affinity for 
beauty and darkness.

To be specific, I struggled with creating a believable 
psychology behind Missus’s actions. Missus made her deci-
sions herself; I wasn’t conscious of creating a “plot” around 
Missus and her obsession with having a child, but I did 
have to work consciously to make the motivations around 
her extreme actions believable. In an early draft of the 
book a friend of mine said to me, I just can’t believe any-
body would do what Missus did, under any circumstances. 
So I obviously had more work to do. I didn’t want to 
sacrifice the depth of Missus’s depravity, so I meditated on 
how to reveal her psychology in order to make her behavior 
believable.

What parts of the story did you find most challenging to 
write?

To piggyback on the previous question, the 
process of developing and relating to Missus 

was the most challenging. Just as Missus is a totally 
unreliable narrator on the page, she was an unreliable 
narrator to me during my creative process with her character. 
I had a character who I knew was lying to me, which was 
exciting, but I wasn’t always sure just what she was lying 
about. For some aspects of her character, my understanding 
of the line between truth and falsehood is still very blurred, if 
it exists at all. Did she ever love Stella? Did she really love 

Mister? Would giving birth to a biological child have given 
her the peace she claimed it would? I don’t have definitive 
answers to those questions.

Were you nervous about how readers would respond to a 
character as unconventional as Lucy? I have to add that 
she’s one of the reasons I couldn’t put the book down!

PHOTOGRAPH BY FRANCK FABIEN
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Bo was trailing the buck through the snow, the 
blood of its punctured chest now only faintly visible in 
the slush. Neil walked alongside the animal—examining 
the glassy film of its eye, pulling back to observe the 
twitching tail. This, Bo knew, is what happened when you 
lied in passing about being an avid hunter. After you made 
a promise to show your boyfriend how hunting works. 
You rented a rif le, drove your pickup down a mud-rutted 
road into untraveled backwoods, and tried to miss, prayed 
to miss. And despite what he’d read about how easily 
deer scare, how scarce the chance of even a sighting in 
Maine mid-February, the lone buck had turned its head 
as if in invitation, its ears pivoting toward the noise of his 
shivering palm against the rif le’s magazine as he’d closed 
his eyes and pulled the trigger.

And now, here he was: rattled by a deep cold, followed 
by a man who couldn’t kill an ant without squirming, 
dragging a deer by the antlers a quarter mile back to his 
pickup, where he’d swaddle the body in a blue tarp nor-
mally reserved for summer mulching. 

It didn’t occur to Bo until after they’d reached the 
road that he could have found some reason not to take the 
buck. Not regulation or Could be diseased—see this? And 

then he’d point to some questionable feature: a dirtied 
coat, perhaps the color of its eye. Something Neil would 
believe. But even this would have been difficult, he real-
ized, as he struggled to lift the body into the bed of the 
pickup. Bullet wound aside, the creature was f lawless.

« . »

When Bo was in middle school, he’d been pulled 
from homeroom and questioned by the vice principal; 
his close friend Iffer had shot himself between the ribs 
that morning with his father’s handgun, barely missing 
his heart—miraculously, the surgeon claimed, causing 
significant damage only to his left lung. The school and 
his family were looking for reasons. Iffer was found when 
his mother, who’d forgotten her library card, returned to 
see him bleeding out on the living room carpet. In the 
version of the story she told, there wasn’t blood—just 
heaving and painful wheezing. But whenever Bo visited 
their home after the incident, he could see the perfect 
white pools on the cream family room carpet where 
the blood had gathered, where bleach had washed away 
all trace of color. He wondered whether Iffer’s mother 

AIM FOR 
THE HEART

for RGYW

PETER KISPERT
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AIM FOR THE HEART  
PETER KISPERT

actually thought she had coaxed anyone into believing 
this story—that thank God he had survived this violent 
hiccup in an otherwise calm, normal life. Or if maybe she 
believed it herself: that something had broken and mended 
swiftly, the way a lizard can regrow a severed tail in days.

“Has Iffer ever done anything that’s made you uncom-
fortable?” the vice principal asked. He folded his hands on 
his lap and waited.

Once, several weeks prior, Iffer had held Bo’s hand at 
the middle school dance. Bo didn’t pull away when Iffer 
wrapped his fingers around Bo’s palm, and the two stood 
silent in the darkest corner of the gym, an industrial fan 
washing them with aggressive cold for minutes. The next 
day, he’d said to Iffer, That was weird. 

Yeah, Iffer had agreed. 
“No,” Bo said, but the man was already writing on his 

pad like he knew better.

« . »

The real problem came after Bo had driven off the 
road rutted with frozen mud, after he’d turned onto the 
interstate en route to Neil’s for the night. He realized as 
he made the turn that antlers shining with frost poked out 
of the bed of the pickup, clinking against the cold metal 
with each lurch of the car. He remembered something 
about needing a license to hunt as the police siren sounded 
behind him.

Bo pulled carefully over, and the officer approached 
the car. Bo could see in his rearview the man’s narrow 
face, the inf lamed red bulb of his nose, his eyes poring 
over the animal. It was a big deer—a young buck, Bo 
suspected. He decided that, if prompted, he would call it 
such to avoid appearing unsure.

The man asked to see Bo’s license and registration. He 
hadn’t turned from examining the deer. Neil handed Bo 
the papers.

“You’re in trouble,” Neil said, smiling. 
“I’m usually in trouble,” Bo said. 
Bo did have plans for the buck, though they were 

shapeless plans—a vague idea of having it stuffed or 
preserved, a trophy. Something about having killed the 
buck made him feel he hadn’t lied to begin with, that he’d 

just had some premonition, some keen, prescient sense. 
Neil had believed Bo so easily when he’d mentioned his 
duck hunting habit months ago. It seemed likely: slight 
gut, thick neck, a strong frame that suggested a hunter’s 
physique and, he guessed, always had. But Bo made a 
particular decision to avoid hunting duck with Neil due to 
the sheer number of birds in the area—surely deer would 
be harder to come by, he’d thought. 

But now, as the officer approached his window, Bo felt 
the quietly exhilarating rush of having trapped himself in 
a lie, a thing so false it now seemed undeniably true.

« . »

On only a few occasions had Bo ever been figured 
out, his lies dovetailing to reveal the truth. Once, during 
college, drunk at midnight on the roof of the Deaf Studies 
building, he divulged what he’d claimed was his life 
story to a group of other f lannel-wearing, guitar-playing 
students he’d met only hours before. In it, he had a sister, 
Sasha, who was in law school and had an enormous mole 
on her nose. There were his parents, a doctor and nurse 
as they were, but in this version they were under lawsuit 
for malpractice. And the people seemed to believe him, 
he remembered thinking. They seemed eager to accept 
whatever he put forth. So he kept talking, kept offering 
these gifts of fabricated strangeness. It was almost 
generous, he remembered thinking. He was giving these 
people stories they could tell for the rest of their lives.

At one point, under the clear black sky, a slight wind 
turning in over the building, Bo considered mention-
ing Iffer. But he felt Iffer’s place among the lies would be 
inappropriate, as if the story in its truth couldn’t touch 
the serrated, fragile edges of Sasha and the time he’d 
gone “cow-tipping” and his family in all their false ruin. 
Eventually, his friend would arrive on the roof and listen 
in on the story of that time Sasha tried to remove her  
mole with his father’s practice scalpel, and it would take 
Bo a few minutes to realize she had been listening, but  
as he discovered her there, he def lated with the weight  
of the lie, uncovered if only to one person. He walked 
back to his dorm room and drank a bottle of pity cham-
pagne while writing on a notepad the words Stop lying  
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AN INTERVIEW WITH 

I first spoke to Colum McCann during a Chicago launch event for his new nonprofit, 
Narrative 4. I wasn’t there, unfortunately. He had ducked into a side room to take my 
call so I could interview him for an East Coast city paper. On the other end of the line, 
I heard McCann closing a door against sounds of celebratory chatter and clinking of 
glasses. I was picturing him as he grumbled about noise and cell phone reception: ducking 
away from his party, beer likely in hand, pacing around to find a seat and a few phone 
bars, all to give a five-hundred-word interview for a local daily. And he didn’t dash off a 
few cursory answers; he talked for almost an hour with unbounded enthusiasm about his 
fictional subjects, the power of literature to shape history, and the potential of Narrative 4. 

One wonders why an author with a National Book Award, an International IMPAC 
Dublin Literary Award, a Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres, and an Oscar nomination 
would be willing to make this sort of time. But that is McCann. He is a man on a mission 
and an evangelizer for his cause. McCann sees fiction as a redeemer of the forgotten 
heroes of history, a “textural” kind of truth more accurate than textbooks, and a tool for 
bridging cultures and sowing peace.

In his latest novel, TransAtlantic, recently named to the 2013 Man Booker Prize 
longlist, McCann has refined the techniques and preoccupations that have guided his 
career from Dancer to Let the Great World Spin to today. Startlingly intimate portraits of 
Frederick Douglass, George Mitchell, and the aviators John Alcock and Arthur Whitten 
Brown frame the fictional tale of three generations of women escaping to and from 
the United States and Ireland. More than any interview, the novel makes a compelling 
argument for the importance of fiction to history.

Following our call, McCann was kind enough to answer several more questions over 
email for Slice. He commented about his writing life, TransAtlantic, and Narrative 4. 

SEAN JONES

COLUM 
McCANN
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Personally, do you more often read as a way to escape 
from or to engage more deeply with the world? Is the 
answer the same when it comes to your writing?

I read to engage with the world. To learn. To 
probe. To take on another adventure. It’s the 

exact same thing when it comes to writing. I write with 
an eye toward traveling, a sort of moral adventure, if you 
will.

George Steiner once expressed doubt that “literary 
studies do very much to enrich or stabilize moral 
perception.” He wrote, “We have little proof that a 
tradition of literary studies in fact makes a man more 
humane. What is worse—a certain body of evidence 
points the other way.” What do you think of this? Can 
literature have a positive moral impact?

Not quite sure what “evidence” George 
Steiner refers to. I believe that good litera-

ture does have a moral impact. Literature is much more 
apt to portray evil than to support it. In fact, I can only 
think of a few books that are inherently evil—Mein 
Kampf being one, but I would never consider that to be 
literature anyway. Mao wrote some evil words, but they 
weren’t literature either. Most books portray evil, but they 
don’t promote it. The world is dark already—I find it 
hard to think of anyone who is trying to make it darker 
through literature. In essence, I don’t think that the act of 
creation can lend itself to a willful destruction. 

According to your recent New York Times interview, 
you have a unique writing setup in your Manhattan 
home. Have you always gravitated toward enclosed 
spaces while writing? 

My office at home was a bit of a mistake, 
really. I was building a desk around two 

walls, but it meant closing off access to a cupboard. Fuck 
it, I said to my friend George (who’s a carpenter), it 
doesn’t matter, just stick a portion of the desk into the 
cupboard too. And then I realized that it was a discreet 
cubbyhole. I crawled up onto the desk and found that it 
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